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Abstract: The Chinese welding industry is growing every year. Companies around the world are looking to use Chinese enterprises as their cooperation partners. However, the Chinese welding industry also has relatively low quality and weak management system. A modern, advanced welding management system appropriate for local socio-economic conditions is required to enable Chinese enterprises to enhance further their business development. This article designed and implemented a new welding quality management system in China. This new system is called ‘welding production quality control management model system in China’ (WQMC). Constructed on the basis of surveys and in-company interviews, the welding management system comprises the following different elements and perspectives: a ‘Localized congenital existing problem resolution strategies’ (LCEPRS) database, a ‘human factor designed training system’ (HFDT) training strategy, the theory of modular design, ISO 3834 requirements, total welding management (TWM), and lean manufacturing (LEAN) theory. The paper also describes the design and implementation of a HFDT strategy in Chinese welding companies. Such training is an effective way to increase employees’ awareness of quality and issues associated with quality assurance. The study identified widely existing problems in the Chinese welding industry and constructed a LCEPRS database that can be used to mitigate and avoid common problems. The work uses the theory of modular design, and TWM as tools for the implementation of the WQMC system. Analysis of the WQMC system effects indicates that its adoption has resulted in improved quality and reduced costs.
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1. Introduction

The current situation in China as in many other developing and newly industrialized countries demands the development and implementation of a locally-appropriate, modern welding quality management and welding personnel training system that enables the attainment of an ideal balance of welding product quality, welding process costs and sustainable development. Such a training and management system will help staff to acquire appropriate and efficient working attitudes and procedures needed to increase production quality.

The aim of this paper is to construct a localized, sustainable, reliable and broadly applicable ‘welding production quality control management system model for China’ (WQMC) that can be used in small, medium, and large enterprises and is suitable for most industries in which welding is an inherent part. The system is based on the ISO 3834 standard and combines personnel training strategies, processes adaptations, and the implementation of existing problem-solving methods. The items listed below constitute the basic concepts and elements of the model, and each individual company can use the model to replace or enhance their daily work or management strategies:

- ISO 3834 and the documents with which it is necessary to conform to be able to claim conformity to the quality requirements. ISO 3834 forms the foundation of the model (WQMC) and defines its programmatic approach.
- A localized, human factor and psychology theory based welding personnel (welders, welding specialists, welding technicians, and welding engineers) training system for China. The training system is the origin of change and the guarantor of sustainable development of welding enterprises, factories and workshops.
- A long-term guidance and supervision system for welding processes. This system demands not only
administrators but also staff to continue improving their tasks. Fast error correction guarantees the dynamism of enterprise development.

- A series of recommendations for improvements based on surveys, case studies, interviews and careful observation in over 30 Chinese welding factories or workshops. This series of recommendations are practical in nature and applicable also to welding enterprises in other developing and newly industrialized countries.[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]

Together, the four items above constitute a comprehensive improvement model for welding enterprises in China and newly industrialized countries. This research is related to the research fields of welding technology, quality and knowledge management, psychology, and pedagogy and training.

Every enterprise requires its own management system to monitor internal affairs. An enterprise management system can be divided based on business functions into eleven parts: 1) plan management, 2) production management, 3) procurement management, 4) market management, 5) quality management, 6) logistic management, 7) financial management, 8) project management, 9) human resources management, 10) statistic management, and 11) information management [1]. Welding production enterprises often have the same above-mentioned eleven parts. Within any one enterprise, the listed management aspects are integrated into a whole management system in order to guarantee normal daily operations.

One management system for one company can include a number of different management sub systems. For example, a company may utilize the ISO 9001 quality management system, ISO 14001 environment management system, OHSAS 18001 occupational safety & health management system, and ISO/IEC 27001 information security management system at the same time [2]. For a welding production or manufacturing company, the ISO 3834 welding quality management system should be integrated into the whole enterprise management system in order to ensure relatively high productivity, high quality, and low production costs. Within the context of this work, the theory of total welding management (TWM), the LEAN theory, the human factors designed training system, and the localization factors for China can be integrated into the management system in the same manner and thus the ‘welding production quality control management system model for China (WQMC)’ can be generated.

Fig. 1 illustrates the overall structure of the WQMC system, which comprises the following key elements:
- Normal enterprise management systems (NEMS): ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001, ISO/IEC 27001 and other related management systems. The function of the NEMS is to provide the most basic foundation of the WQMC system;
- ISO 3834 welding quality management system;
- Human factor designed training system (HFDT);
- Total welding management (TWM) system, LEAN theory, and modular design model;
- Strategies for resolution of localized congenital existing problems (LCEPRS).

Fig. 1. Structure of WQMC and relationship to other management systems.

Before a company can implement the WQMC system, the NEMS should already be built inside company operations. While the nature of the NEMS and their implementation is clearly of importance, research of NEMS is beyond the scope of this study. Normally, if a manufacturing company is qualified by a system form NEMS, the 3rd party certification body must issue a certification document to the manufacturing company. However, ISO 3834 is of immediate relevance to the subject of this work and implementation steps for integration of ISO 3834 in the WQMC system are discussed in chapter 2.

2. Welding Quality System Implementation Based on the Tools Using in WQMC System

The implementation steps of the ISO 3834 quality management system (the core of the WQMC system) are:
- Setting goals. The whole personnel participate in this process. During this period, the welding personnel must set out the difficulties and focus points for changes to the work processes;
- Placing the welding engineer or welding specialist in the right place in the personnel organization structure in order to give real power to the welding coordination teams to carry out necessary rectification work.
- Building an organizational structure between different departments inside the enterprise to ensure effective cooperation patterns and guarantee smooth communication channels.
- Communication of the goals. The whole personnel participates in a meeting to announce the goals of the activities in order to demonstrate the determination of the company;
- Setting of the quality policy. The quality policy should be set during the meeting, and the quality policy should be announced to customers;
- Documentation analysis and preparation. The welding coordination team do the documentation analysis work.
This work involves checking which documents are missing and adding the necessary documents;

- Initiation of the inspection work. The welding coordination team, the welders and the inspection department launch the inspection work related to every aspect of welding quality. Surface treatment, welding consumable storage, the welding station, and maintenance work are the most crucial areas to check;

- Orientation of top management. The top managers have the responsibility to be familiar with and have knowledge of management strategies regarding the welding work. The confidence of the team is built by the top manager and passed on to all participants in the team;

- Continuous improvement process. A continuous improvement system is a requirement of the ISO 3834 standard. A PDCA cycle plan needs to be made and followed in order to ensure increasing productivity, increasing quality, and decreasing cost.

Welding factory in China which wants to implement the WQMC system needs to build the ISO 3834 welding quality management system as the core of WQMC. This is the first step to building the whole WQMC system. The LCEPRS strategies at the beginning steps of WQMC before ISO 3834 implementation and the HFDT strategy during the WQMC system building are useful tools to guarantee the effectiveness of the WQMC system implementation.

The modular design methodology is a useful tool in the WQMC system. In welding production processes, advanced methodology for design and manufacture is needed in order to increase quality and productivity, and decrease cost. The idea of modular design is to try to use similar design approaches or methods to meet different customer requirements for almost identical products. The products may have differences in dimensional aspects, but the main function should be the same. If modular design theory is used, a number of changes in the design and manufacture departments are usually required:

a) Revised design of jigs and fixtures for welding;

b) New arrangement of the layout of the welding workshop and its upstream and downstream processes;

c) Improved modular design awareness among designers;

d) Changes to the manufacturing habits of welders.

During the case project research, some commonly existing problems were found in the Chinese welding industry that clearly influenced quality, productivity and cost. These problems to some extent do not occur because of the welding industry itself but mainly because of the local Chinese culture, human factors and other related reasons. In the WQMC system, such problems are called ‘localized congenital existing problems (LCEP)’, and the solving method is called ‘Localized congenital existing problem resolution strategies’ (LCEPRS).

LCEP should be solved before the ISO 3834 implementation, or even before the NEMS implementation. On the other hand, some LCEPs may be recognized only during the implementation of ISO 3834 and later. In the WQMC system, the identification and implementation of mitigation actions for LCEP, LCEPRS, will be largely complete after the survey and interview work, and before the implementation of ISO 3834.

More than 20 LCEPs were identified during the case project and on the basis of previous research. The LCEPs were noted through the use of surveys, interviews, discussions, observations, and the author’s experiences. Some LCEPs will be similar to the problems discussed in previous chapters, but in the WQMC system, iterative improvement is a core concept. Knowledge of repeated problems will help enterprises prioritize areas requiring improvement.

The LCEPRS database is ready to update. Along with the development of the Chinese industry, and the deep research of this topic, more and new LCEPs is also can be found. The database will update according to the changing of the real situation. Fig. 2 illustrates the problem solving approach.

This process is also a concept from PDCA cycle. Problem 1 can be found in later steps, so the whole system ensure the problem will not be skipped and will be solved.

3. Training System - HFDT

Training of company staff is required in the WQMC system. TWM theory and ISO 3834 also require that business entities develop training activities for their personnel (SFS-EN ISO 3834-2). In the WQMC system, the novelty is to build an up-to-date and localized welding personnel training strategy for China. In addition to its foundations on welding technology and production theory, this strategy employs the knowledge of psychology, pedagogy and behavioral science in order to establish training modules appropriate for contemporary circumstances in China, for welders as well as welding specialists, welding technicians, welding engineers, design engineers and welding inspectors. To some extent, managers and administrators in other roles are also considered for participation in the training in order to ensure that the same concept of welding and the WQMC system exists throughout the enterprise [12]. In this study, the training strategy is abbreviated to HFDT (human factor designed training system).
Training content and lecture formats are discussed in this thesis. In the training method, the training modes are teaching and lectures, discussions, and audiovisual and case study methods. This study recommends adoption of ‘small class’ teaching methods in order to achieve better training quality. The small group size help to avoid distractions and improve focus. The passivity of large group lecture-based learning can induce fatigue and boredom in welding personnel. Furthermore, having a class with a large number of trainees means that it becomes difficult for the trainer to monitor and assist each trainee properly and respond to individual needs. Consequently, the objectives of the lectures are seldom totally met. Furthermore, small class teaching methods promote discussion and case study. Normally, the number of trainees in a small-group class ranges from 5 to 6.

The content of the training builds and expands on welding theory; the following topics, among others, are addressed:

- Welding symbols and engineering drawing;
- Welding terms;
- Welding defects and imperfections;
- Welding stress and deformations;
- Welding cracks and their causes;
- WPS concept and application;
- Welding inspections and experiments: destruction testing (DT) and non-destruction testing (NDT);
- Welding management strategies;
- Welding joints and welding structures production;
- Welding production knowledge for designers.

Table 1. The HFDT training lecture design content [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Welding symbols and drawings</td>
<td>Welding drawing and mechanical drawing reading; Welding symbols explanation; GB/T 324 and ISO 2553, welding symbol representation on drawings; Link to drawings used in daily work to give further explanation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding technology terms</td>
<td>Explanation of different terms used in daily work; Explanation of GB/T 3375, welding terms and Chinese national standards; Explanation of ISO 4063 and ISO 6947.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO 3834 and related knowledge</td>
<td>The main structure of ISO 3834; Welding quality management; Different parts of ISO 3834 (part 2, part 5 are the most significant parts); The balance between cost and quality; Implementation of ISO 3834; ISO 3834 and WQMC, the core of WQMC system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO 9606</td>
<td>What is ISO 9606 and EN 287; The test selection principle and criteria; Test requirements and steps; Reading the welder designation after the welder test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding deformation</td>
<td>Reasons for welding deformation; Relationship between residual stress and welding deformation; Judging welding deformation in current practices; Avoiding welding deformation during the processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding imperfections and defects</td>
<td>Concepts of welding imperfection and welding defects; The different kinds of welding defects; Explanation of each welding defect: the reason and origin of the defect; How to avoid welding defect during the production steps; The importance of ISO 5817; VT knowledge for welders and inspectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPS knowledge and related ISO standards</td>
<td>The idea of WPS, WPQR, pWPS, and welding instructions; Explanation of ISO 15607 and ISO 15609; Explanation of ISO 15610 to ISO 15613; Explanation of ISO 15614.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO 5817</td>
<td>The concept and explanation of ISO 5817; The concept of ISO 6520-1; The different requirements for level B, C, and D welding seams; Use ISO 5817 as the judgment document between welders and inspectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding cracks and its origins</td>
<td>The importance of avoiding welding cracks; The origins of cold cracking, hot cracking, reheat cracking, and lamellar tearing; Methods to avoid different cracks; Importance of paying attention to the hydrogen and cleaning before welding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding seam DT and NDT to inspectors</td>
<td>Explanation of DT and NDT tests; Show the test specimen photos for DT tests; Short explanation of ISO 4136, ISO 5173 ISO 9015 (part 1 and 2), and ISO 9016; Short explanation of PT, RT, UT; and MT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO 13920</td>
<td>The requirement of welding seam tolerance in ISO 13920; The different welding seam tolerance levels in ISO 13920.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding strength knowledge for designers</td>
<td>Short explanation to the designers about welding seam mechanics; The strength of the welding joints; How to check the welding handbook to ensure the strength.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding production knowledge for designers</td>
<td>The main steps of welding processes; Explanation of different welding processes (MIG, MAG, SAW, and TIG); Importance of paying attention to the welding accessibility during the drawing design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welding management strategy</td>
<td>Layout of welding workshop; Welding environment issues; Total welding management concepts; LEAN theory; WQMC system concepts; PDCA, 5S, 6sigma, and related concepts; Welding consumable and parent material storage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New welding technologies and new concepts introduction</td>
<td>Laser welding and hybrid welding; Welding robots and semi-automatic welding processes; New technologies of welding machines; Ergonomics during welding works; Advanced shielding gas information.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clearly, the training content is not permanent and needs to change with developments in welding science and technology. The skills demanded of the trainer is an important research topic in this study. A knowledgeable, dutiful and well prepared trainer is required to ensure the success of the WQMC system and HFDT strategies. This research topic is expanded with reference to knowledge of training activities and training psychology.

The HFDT strategy is a tool which is built inside the WQMC system. Training, in this case, is defined as an implementation activity by the enterprise in order to promote the knowledge and working abilities of employees according to a well prepared, detailed plan [3]. The aim of the training is to update employees’ knowledge, skills and activities as regards the topics emphasized in the training project, and encourage the application of this knowledge, skills and
activities in their daily work. Furthermore, continuous learning requires that the employees understand the whole operation, and the steps and structures of the working system, which includes the connections between the different tasks, different departments, and even outsourced or subcontractor activities [4]. Welding training should follow the lead of modern manufacturing and incorporate information about modern innovations in both welding technology and training theory into courses at all levels [5]. The HFDT strategy exhibits the same characteristics as given in modern training theory. For example, in welding production, the HFDT strategy requires that the welders, designers, coordination team, managers, inspectors, and the welding upstream processes workers become familiar with each other and each other’s work in order to fulfill the requirements of the continuous learning.

The welding knowledge training lectures are the most significant part in the HFDT strategy. In the case project, the training lectures are divided into 15 main topics. Table 1 lists the topics and key related content.

4. Conclusion

The complete implementation of the WQMC system includes several steps. Before the system implementation, the enterprise should make the decision to adopt the WQMC system, hold mobilization meetings for the employees, prepare the NEMS systems, and make a financial plan for the activities.

During the implementation steps of the WQMC system, the personnel structure analysis, the survey and interview work, the documentation work, the rectification of the manufacturing processes, the LCEPRS stage, the HFDT stage, the TWM and LEAN theory implementation, the modular design methodology implementation and the ISO 3834 requirements implementation should be all well planned and conducted.

After implementation of the WQMC system, the results discussion forums, the PDCA cycle and the future improvement plan should be established. Awareness among the personnel of the importance of welding quality and how welding quality is achieved is the most significant aim of the implementation of the WQMC system.

The flow chart below depicts the main steps in implementation of the WQMC system (Fig. 3): The WQMC system implemented in three different companies had positive results according to company statistics and feedback from welders, inspectors, and welding coordinators. The results indicate that the WQMC system is suitable for Chinese welding enterprises to utilize in their company management. The WQMC system will help Chinese welding enterprises to improve product quality and productivity, and decrease welding manufacturing cost.

The HFDT strategy helped the Chinese welding enterprises to improve the level of knowledge of their staff. Welding manufacturing and design personnel can get improved training from the implementation of this strategy. The design of the training program, the qualifications of the trainer and the arrangement of the classroom were seen as effective drivers for the training developed in the three companies. Based on the results of this research, the HFDT strategy is suitable for use in Chinese welding enterprises.

The LCEPRS database is a concept that can help Chinese welding enterprises to improve their daily work not only from the production aspects, but also from the human factor, culture, and management aspects. The LCEPRS database can help Chinese welding enterprises to find and solve their inherent problems efficiently and easily based on the case project results and data collection.

In this research, only one company had launched the ‘modular design’ methodology. More examples of this approach in the future will help to verify the effects of the ‘modular design’ methodology.

Data collection and statistics is not very sufficient because some of the data is the confidential information in the company. More statistical data would definitely help to confirm the results of the WQMC system implementation.

Based on statistical data from the quality department in the enterprise, Figure 62 (a, b) presents results of WQMC system implementation in Company B.

From the data of Figure 4, it can be seen that the total
welding defect rate decreased from 9.3% to 5% during one year. And the wrong dimension, porosity, and other defects decreased from 5.4% to 3.1%, 2.8% to 1.4%, and 1.1% to 0.5% respectively.

Figure 5 presents the welding repair rate and the welding imperfection rate.

![Figure 4. Total welding defect rate of Company B.](image)

From Figure 5, it can be seen that the welding repair rate decreased from 5% to 3%, and the welding imperfection rate from 3.3% to 2% one year after implementation of the WQMC system.

According to the assessments, the basic research results are reached. The implementation of WQMC system gives the positive result for the companies in the case project.

The contribution of this paper is the finding, designing and building of the new welding manufacturing quality control management system implementing in China (name: welding production quality control management system in China: for short, WQMC system). This research is related to the management science, welding technology, and training technology and methodology. The new system will help the Chinese welding manufacturing enterprises (in different geographical areas, in different industrial areas, and in different company scales) to control their welding production quality in a certain high level, and management their welding manufacturing related personnel cooperate and work in an effective way by training. This research is important and have contribution because that the Chinese welding industry and foreign companies now all need the increasing quality and high productivity in the welding productions in China. Only when the Chinese welding factories have and implement a useful quality management control system now, that the two sides, China and foreign countries, can gain a win-win result in the welding production industries.
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